Serum albumin is an essential plasma protein, with a variety of homeostatic and predictive roles in health and disease (Figure 1). Hypoalbuminaemia is common in critical illness. Human albumin solution has been administered clinically for more than five decades, but its use has been subject to marked controversy for the last twenty years (Fanali et al. 2012). This has shaped not just day-to-day practice in the intensive care unit (ICU), but also the evolution of international, multicentre randomised controlled trials (RCTs) in critical care. The most recent data from the United States suggests that, at least in academic medical centres, albumin administration is increasing, particularly among surgical patients and those with higher illness severity scores (Suarez et al. 2017). In Australia and New Zealand, although overall artificial colloid use has recently fallen, sales of 4% and 20% albumin solutions have remained constant (Glassford et al. 2016; Hasmmon et al. 2015). However, significant regional and international variation in the acceptability of albumin for use as a resuscitation fluid has been demonstrated (Finfer et al. 2010; McIntyre et al. 2016; Glassford et al. 2016). Some centres have even instituted intervention programmes to reduce albumin administration (Lyu et al. 2016), as the financial implications of albumin use can be considerable. In Australia, for example, regulations regarding blood product processing and distribution facilitate the administration of albumin by clinicians. In other countries, such as the UK, they can make it prohibitively expensive.
Controversial Fluid or Controversial Analysis?

In 1998 a systematic review written by the Cochrane Injuries Group and published in the BMJ attempted to synthesise the extant literature on albumin administration in the critically ill (Cochrane Injuries Group Albumin Reviewers 1998). In 24 highly heterogeneous studies reporting mortality, in which a total of 1204 patients were randomised to receive albumin (or plasma protein fraction) or an alternative (no albumin or a crystalloid solution), albumin was shown to be associated with a significant increase in mortality (OR 1.68, 95% CI 1.26 to 2.23). In 14 of these studies, the patient population was surgical, in 9 the patients were included once diagnosed with hypoproteinaemia or hypoalbuminaemia, in 4 following trauma, and in 3 following burns. Sepsis was only definitively mentioned as a feature of the population of a single trial. On sub-group analysis, when albumin was given to mainly surgical or trauma patients for the correction of hypovolaemia, there was no statistically significant increase in mortality (OR 1.46, 95% CI 0.97 to 2.22). Moreover, on exclusion of the 11 trials at greatest risk of bias, the odds ratio for mortality following albumin administration to correct hypovolaemia fell (OR 1.39, 95% CI 0.8 to 2.4). The included trials were small, clinically heterogeneous, prone to bias, and many had been performed 10 to 20 years previously. The meta-analysis excluded those studies where patients were randomised but no deaths occurred. In addition, albumin was compared to a variety of different, or unrecorded fluid types. While acknowledging the limitations of their findings, the authors called for a review into the routine use of albumin and for a rigorous randomised, controlled examination of its efficacy (Cochrane Injuries Group Albumin Reviewers 1998).

This publication was met with a flurry of rapid responses and editorials (Workman 1999; Dearlove 1999; Offringa 1998a; Berger 1998; Offringa 1998b; Shwe and Bhavnani 1998; Chalmers 1998; Frame and Moiemem 1998; Goodman 1998; Beale et al. 1998; Soni 1998; Riordan et al. 1998; Nadal et al. 1998; Petros et al. 1998; Nel 1998; McClelland 1998; Lawler and Morgan 1998; Fogarty and Khan 1999; Kaag and Zoetmulder 1998), including harsh criticism of the study, and statements of support opposing further albumin use (Offringa 1998a), which were almost immediately “clarified” (Offringa 1998b). Mainstream media presented a picture of significant harm (BBC News 1998; Murray 1998; Mills 1998). One letter to the BMJ from an academic at the UK Cochrane Centre in Oxford, who claimed he would “sue anyone who gave me an albumin infusion” (Chalmers 1998), led to further incendiary media coverage (Boseley 2000). This debate may also have contributed to the subsequent widespread adoption of transparent declarations of conflicts of interest in any submissions to peer-reviewed journals, including letters and rapid responses (Dearlove 1998; Chalmers 1998; Smith 1998).

An international attempt to document the annual use of colloids in industrialised countries showed a significant reduction in the use of albumin between 1995 and 2006, with a concomitant increase in the use of synthetic colloids over the same period. However, the data was difficult to obtain, from fragmentary sources, and in many cases incomplete (Jones et al. 2010). An industry-sponsored report suggests a non-statistically significant 19% reduction in the volume of albumin supplied between 1998 and 2000, with an average of 5.4 million litre equivalents of 4% albumin being sold each year (Vincent et al. 2003). Although it is impossible to assign causation, a survey of British ICU directors indicated that the use of albumin in more than half of UK ICUs had been influenced by this systematic review (Brown et al. 2001)

Establishing a SAFE Starting Point

As a response to the continued uncertainty regarding the use of albumin, in 2004 the Australia and New Zealand Intensive Care Clinical Trials Group published the Saline versus Albumin Fluid Evaluation (SAFE) Study.

SAFE was the first high-level, randomised, double-blind controlled evidence in 6,997 patients from 16 ICUs that 4% albumin administration was, well, safe. No differences were reported in 28-day all-cause mortality, need for
mechanical ventilation or renal replacement therapy, and length of hospital or ICU stay between those critically ill patients requiring intravascular volume expansion given saline and those given albumin (Finfer et al. 2004). However, the SAFE trial was neither designed nor powered to demonstrate superiority to saline in different groups of critically ill patients—merely that its use was safe in the heterogeneous population of the ICU. Thus, albumin may be the fluid of choice in certain groups of patients, or under certain circumstances contra-indicated. A non-statistically significantly increased risk of mortality with albumin administration in trauma patients, and a similarly non-statistically significant reduction in mortality in patients with sepsis were observed in the trial, and further analyses of these subgroups were made (Myburgh et al. 2007; Finfer et al. 2011).

Is Albumin SAFE in Sepsis?

In septic patients, human albumin solution can be given for two broad indications—to restore or protect or expand intravascular volume, or to supplement serum albumin in an attempt to ameliorate the perceived deleterious effects of hypoalbuminaemia often associated with sepsis and/or critical illness. Although physiological reasoning suggests that albumin supplementation in the critically ill would be biologically logical, and the benefits of albumin use for fluid bolus therapy may be thought to be greatest among hypoalbuminaemic patients, the interaction between endogenous albumin concentrations and exogenous supplementation appears to be more complex (Figure 2).

In the 1,218 SAFE patients with sepsis there were no significant demographic differences between the saline and albumin groups at baseline. However, patients receiving albumin were administered significantly less study fluid with no differences in transfusion requirements, vasopressor use or need for mechanical ventilation over the first three days of the study, and significantly less fluid overall over the first two days (Finfer et al. 2011). On unadjusted estimate there was no difference in the risk of death between those patients randomised to albumin and those to saline (OR 0.87; 95% CI 0.74–1.02; p=0.09). When adjusted for potential baseline confounding and in the 75.5% of patients with sufficient information, albumin administration was independently associated with a reduction in the odds ratio for death at 28 days (OR 0.71, 95% CI 0.52–0.97, p=0.03) in a model accounting for illness severity, gender, age, postoperative admission, source of sepsis and serum albumin (Finfer et al. 2011).

Importance of Age

The largest trial to date comparing the efficacy of albumin to saline resuscitation in sepsis was not performed in adults, but in critically ill children in sub-Saharan Africa (Maitland et al. 2011a). The Fluid Expansion as Supportive Therapy (FEAST) trial was a two-stratum, multicentre, open, randomised controlled study comparing the effects of albumin or saline resuscitation with maintenance therapy only on mortality in more than 3000 children with clinical evidence of impaired perfusion. Children without severe hypotension were randomised to receive 20ml/kg fluid bolus therapy (FBT) of 5% albumin, or 0.9% saline, or no bolus at all, with no invasive ventilation, renal replacement therapy or vasoactive medications available due to the resource-poor setting of the study. Approximately 20% of the study population was recruited following a protocol amendment increasing FBT volumes to 40ml/kg because of concern regarding under-resuscitation compared to international guidelines.

Of the 2097 children randomised to receive FBT, 1050 were assigned to albumin and 1047 to saline, with the groups being well balanced regarding baseline demographics, haemodynamic and clinical characteristics. There was no significant difference in the median volume of all fluid administered over the first, or second, or cumulatively by the end of the eighth hour from the start of the study (Table 1). With reported mortality rates of 10.6% vs 10.5% respectively at 48h (RR 1, 95% CI 0.78-1.29, p=0.96), and 12.2% vs 12% at 4 weeks (RR 1.01, 95% CI 0.8-1.28, p=0.91), and no difference in the incidence of pulmonary oedema, increased intracranial pressure or both at 48h (RR 1.17, 95% CI 0.68-2.03, p=0.49), or the incidence of neurological sequelae or death at 4 weeks (RR 1.04, 95% CI 0.84-1.28, p=0.71), there appears to be no statistically significant difference comparing albumin to saline FBT in this patient group.
However, the most provocative findings of the FEAST trial do not relate to the comparison of albumin with saline, but to the comparison of FBT with no resuscitation, and fully challenge the current paradigm of paediatric FBT-based fluid resuscitation. In this population, FBT with albumin or saline increased the absolute risk of death by 3.3% in children with suspected severe infection (RR 1.45, 95% CI 1.13 to 1.86; p = 0.003). Most deaths occurred within the first 24h, and the majority within 48h. This mortality difference persisted across all pre-specified, pathophysiologically logical sub-groups, with no heterogeneity between centres or across age groups (Maitland et al. 2011a; 2011b).

While it may be difficult to apply the findings of the FEAST trial directly to paediatric patients in ICUs in the developed world, it represents the purest examination of the effects of FBT in isolation in critically ill children to date, and suggests it may be harmful. Despite age-dependent differences in physiology (Gamble et al. 2000), it may be that continuing to compare albumin to other forms of resuscitation fluid in adults is conceptually wrong. Given that the peak haemodynamic effects of such FBT appear to be of limited clinical significance and duration (Aya et al. 2016; Bihari et al. 2013; Bihari et al. 2016; Glassford et al. 2014), perhaps future studies should focus instead on comparisons of any FBT in the critically ill with alternative interventions such as delayed FBT administration or early vasopressor therapy.

Resuscitation vs Supplementation: Does Intent Matter?

As opposed to purely using albumin as a resuscitation fluid, two large RCTs in adults have investigated the role of albumin supplementation and maintenance serum albumin concentration in sepsis (Table 2). The Albumin Italian Outcome in Sepsis (ALBIOS) study was a large multicentre, open-label, randomised, controlled trial designed to examine the effects of albumin supplementation in more than 1800 patients with sepsis or septic shock across 100 Italian ICUs (Caironi et al. 2014). Patients were randomised to either 20% albumin and crystalloid, or crystalloids alone. Those in the albumin group received 300ml of 20% albumin on randomisation, and subsequent infusions as required to maintain a serum albumin concentration >30g/l. No difference in mortality was observed between groups at either 28 days (RR 1.0; 95% CI 0.87 to 1.14; p=0.94) or 90 days (RR 0.94; 95% CI 0.85 to 1.05; p=0.29), although patients given albumin did have a shorter time to cessation of vasopressor agents (3, IQR:1 to 6 days vs 4, IQR:2 to 7 days; p=0.007).

In a post-hoc analysis of 1121 patients with septic shock, as defined by the Sequential Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA) score, there was a trend towards a reduction in 90-day mortality with albumin administration (RR 0.87; 95% CI 0.77 to 0.99; p=0.049). This persisted when corrected for baseline differences between groups, but not when corrected for what the investigators deemed clinically relevant variables, although the p-value for heterogeneity between patients with and without shock remained significant (Caironi et al. 2014).

The second study, a multicentre, randomised, controlled trial of Early Albumin Resuscitation during Septic Shock (the EARRS study) has not been published in its entirety and only an abstract is available (Charpentier and Mira 2011). This is a Stage 4 prospective, multicentre, randomised controlled trial comparing early albumin administration versus saline on 28-day survival in patients with septic shock (Early Albumin Resuscitation During Septic Shock, NCT00327704, clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT00327704). Those randomised to the albumin group were to receive 100ml of 20% albumin every 8h for 72h. Initial findings were reported from 798 patients with septic shock recruited from 29 French centres. No significant difference in mortality was demonstrated between groups (24.1% in the albumin group and 26.3% in the saline group) (Charpentier and Mira 2011). Information regarding the patients in the EARRS trial is limited, and while systematic reviews must account for grey literature (Cook et al. 1993), in the absence of transparent methodology these data must be considered to be at high risk of bias. It is difficult to say how robust the findings of the EARRS study are, without them having been presented in their entirety, or subjected to peer review, but there seems to be little evidence for albumin supplementation improving mortality in sepsis considering these trials in isolation.
In SAFE and ALBIOS the interventions being investigated were quite different. In the SAFE trial, a heterogeneous group of critically ill patients was randomised to albumin or crystalloids for the purposes of volume expansion. In ALBIOS and EARSS patients with sepsis and septic shock were randomised to albumin or crystalloids for the purposes of maintaining serum albumin concentrations above an arbitrary level. All three studies examine albumin administration post-primary resuscitation—patients are enrolled either on admission to the ICU or 6-24h following the development of sepsis within the ICU. Events and exposures in the emergency department, or event in the prehospital setting, may confound the results of these studies. In established sepsis, where endothelial dysfunction and glycolalyceal disruption result in increased extravasation of albumin with subsequent tissue oedema, post-primary resuscitation with albumin may not be helpful (Kupr et al. 2007; Woodcock and Woodcock 2012; Margarson and Soni 2004).

A brief report in the *New England Journal of Medicine* suggested that there appeared to be a reduction in mortality among patients receiving albumin that was of borderline statistical significance (RR 0.92; 95% CI 0.84 to 1.00; p=0.046), when the results of EARSS, ALBIOS and SAFE are considered together (Wiedermann and Joannidis 2014). However, it fails to account for this methodological heterogeneity in its pooling of their results. A formal systematic review of 16 trials of human albumin use in adults with sepsis using traditional meta-analytic methodology with the addition of Trial Sequential Analysis (TSA) found no difference in the relative risk of death between albumin and control groups, with no evidence of statistical heterogeneity (RR 0.94; 95% CI 0.87 to 1.01; p=0.11, I2=0%) (Patel et al. 2014). TSA is similar to the sequential interim analysis employed in large phase II clinical studies to account for the increasing risk of type I error with repeated hypothesis testing (Todd et al. 2001) but applied to the repeated testing of significance with the addition of each trial to a metaanalysis (Wettersley et al. 2008). Trials were included if they compared the administration of albumin to a control fluid and presented all-cause mortality data. Published criticisms of this meta-analysis centre on the inclusion of the figures for 90-day mortality from the EARSS trial instead of the 28-day mortality presented in abstract form (Wiedermann 2014a), the inclusion of trials by a group demonstrating a consistent pattern of fraudulent research (Shafer and Wilkes 2014), and the possibility of the inclusion of the same patients from multiple studies (Wiedermann 2014b). However, the meta-analysis appears robust, with multiple sensitivity and sub-group analyses, clearly presented methodology and extensive meta-regression that aim to account for these features (Patel et al. 2014b; 2014c).

**Baseline Values: Does Endogenous Serum Albumin Concentration Matter?**

In the SAFE trial, no difference was found in mortality between resuscitation with albumin or saline in patients with serum albumin concentrations above or below 25g/l, nor was serum albumin concentration found to interact significantly with the effect of saline or albumin on mortality when considered as a continuous variable (Fincer et al. 2006). Hypoalbuminaemic patients were older, more likely to have undergone surgery, have acute respiratory distress syndrome or sepsis, and less likely to have had traumatic brain injury, though illness severity scoring was similar. The unadjusted ratio of odds ratios between treatment groups when comparing patients with a baseline serum albumin concentration <25g/l and those with >25g/l was 0.80 (95% CI 0.63 to 1.02), with the ratio of odds ratios falling to 0.73 (95% CI 0.55 to 0.97) after adjustment for baseline risk factors for death. However, serum albumin concentration as a continuous variable demonstrated no significant interaction with treatment allocation for 28-day mortality on multivariate analysis. Despite the suggestion of benefit on appropriate adjustment in the binary albumin concentration group, the authors felt that overall this subgroup analysis neither provided significant evidence of a difference in treatment effect of albumin compared to saline resuscitation, irrespective of baseline serum albumin concentration, nor did it suggest that hypoalbuminaemic patients were at an increased risk of death.

While separation in serum albumin concentration was achieved between groups in the ALBIOS study, it aimed to maintain serum albumin concentrations of 30g/l or more throughout admission in the intervention group; this was not achieved until after day 8 (Caironi et al. 2014). Both groups presented with median serum albumin concentrations of 24g/l, though with interquartile ranges suggesting that similar analyses to those performed in the SAFE cohort could have been performed. Baseline albumin concentration is not used to adjust outcomes.
nor is it reported as a sensitivity analysis. No post-hoc analyses of ALBIOS study data have been published to date. Unfortunately, no information is available regarding the disposition of the patients in the EARSS cohort as regards baseline serum albumin concentration.

See Also links: Fluid Choices in Trauma

Fluid Administration: Is It a Matter of Volume?

Given the established and increasing concerns regarding fluid accumulation and poor outcomes in a variety of critically ill populations, including those with sepsis (Bouchard et al. 2009; Grams et al. 2011; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS) Clinical Trials Network 2006; Payen et al. 2008; Rosenberg et al. 2009; Toraman et al. 2004), the volume of product administered, and the volume of fluids co-administered must be considered as potential confounders when assessing the effects of albumin administration or resuscitation on mortality (Bagshaw and Bellomo 2007). Indeed, the potential to limit the volume of fluid resuscitation is one of the attractive features of albumin resuscitation, and colloid use in general. Standard teaching that 3 times the volume of crystalloid is required to achieve the same effect as for a given volume of colloid has been shown to be incorrect, with the SAFE trial suggesting that, over the first 4 days of the study, 1:1.4 times the amount of albumin to saline was administered. Those in the albumin group of the SAFE trial received approximately 2700ml of intravenous fluid over their first 24 hours in ICU, while those in the saline group received approximately 3100ml. Net mean positive fluid balances at 24h were approximately 1540ml and 1990ml respectively (Finfer et al. 2004). In the 1,218 patients with sepsis, net fluid balance was not reported, but less fluid was given over the first 24h and 48h of the study in the albumin group (603 patients) than the saline group (615 patients) (Figure 3) (Finfer et al. 2011).

In the ALBIOS study, both groups received approximately 4300ml of intravenous fluid over their first 24 hours in ICU, with 20% albumin only accounting for approximately 7% of the total fluid administered in the albumin group. Patients in the albumin group reported a net median fluid balance of 1229ml at 24h and 350ml at 48h, while those in the crystalloid group received approximately 4250ml of fluid over the first 24h and had net median positive fluid balances of 1504ml at 24h and 620ml at 48h (Figure 3) (Caironi et al. 2014).

Compared to those in the SAFE trial, the patients in the ALBIOS study were older, had higher illness severity scores, and were more likely to be ventilated, to have received prerandomisation colloid, and to die within 28 days. These differences may partially explain the differences in volume status. While not significant, lower mortality rates were reported in the intervention (albumin) groups, as were lower fluid balances and/or lower volumes of fluid administered (Figure 3). In neither study were mortality results adjusted for measures of volume status.

Of the four most recent systematic reviews of albumin administration in sepsis, none account for total volume of fluid administered or fluid accumulation as potential confounding covariates (Patel et al. 2014a; Jiang et al. 2014; Rochwerg et al. 2014; Xu et al. 2014). Meta-regression techniques allow the effect of potentially confounding variables on effect sizes to be explored, much as logistic or linear regression does at a trial level (Baker et al. 2009). While several studies examined dose, strength, or concentration of albumin in sensitivity analyses (Jiang et al. 2014; Rochwerg et al. 2014; Xu et al. 2014), one meta-analysis performed extensive meta-regression with a variety of covariates, including volume of albumin administered (Patel et al. 2014a). However, more global measures of fluid administration and accumulation remain unaccounted for.

In a systematic review of trials comparing colloids with crystalloids given for the purposes of resuscitation designed to evaluate the reported crystalloid:colloid ratio, a volume ratio of 1.5 (95% CI 1.36 to 1.65) was identified on meta-analysis of 36 cohorts across 24 trials (Orbegozo Cortes et al. 2015). On meta-regression, the volume ratio significantly decreased each decade from the 1990s, and significantly increased with increasing concentration of albumin solution, in the relevant sub-group analysis. While SAFE was included, the
majority of the reported trials are small, clinically and methodologically heterogeneous, and have been reported over a span of four decades. No account was made for the co-administration of crystalloid in the colloid groups, though this degree of detail is often very hard to obtain from papers more than 35 years old. This interesting study demonstrates the facility with which meta-regression can be used to parse the complexities of data synthesis, but then fails to address the topic of mortality. An alternative approach to assessing the impact of volume status on the relationship between albumin administration and mortality in patients with sepsis may be individual patient data meta-analysis. However, obtaining patient-level data from multiple research groups, from studies performed over decades, in a contentious area of research, would be challenging.

Carrier Fluid and Concurrent Administration: Is It a Matter of Co-Exposure?

The effects of albumin, irrespective of the reason for administration, on patient outcome are further confounded by the concurrent administration of the sodium- and chloride-rich carrier fluid of dilute solutions, making comparisons not between different fluids but between essentially similar fluids and additional colloid. However, the sodium and chloride content of various albumin solutions varies with albumin concentration and country of origin, as does the inclusion of other organic compounds such as octanoate (Kaplan and Kellum 2010). In the ALBIOS and EARSS studies patients received a concentrated solution of 20% albumin (Caironi et al. 2014; Charpentier and Mira 2011), while patients in the SAFE study received 4% albumin (Finfer et al. 2004). The constituents and tonicity are not presented in either the papers or any supplemental material. In a nested cohort study of more than 600 patients from three ICUs involved in the SAFE trial, the volume rather than type of fluid administered was a much stronger predictor of the acid-base and biochemical changes resulting from resuscitation with albumin or saline (Bellomo et al. 2006). It may be that the risks associated with excess sodium (Bihari et al. 2010) and chloride (Yunos et al. 2014; Yunos et al. 2012) administration obscure any benefits of albumin delivery. One potential alternative would be to administer concentrated salt-poor albumin solution as a form of low-volume haemodynamic resuscitation. In a retrospective observational study of 202 patients in an Australian tertiary intensive care unit, 100ml of 20% albumin solution delivered the same haemodynamic improvement as 500ml of 4% albumin solution, but in a volume-, chloride- and sodium-sparing manner (Bannard-Smith et al. 2015).

Concurrent administration of other fluids is potentially an important consideration in any study involving a head-to-head comparison of fluids. Other debates rage within the fluid space: the emerging preference for balanced crystalloid solutions over non-physiological “normal” saline, for example (Glassford et al. 2016). However, the signal for harm observed in critically ill patients with sepsis treated with hydroxyethyl starches (HES) across multiple studies is of particular interest, given the process of care observed in the ALBIOS study (Caironi et al. 2014). Overall, 31.9% of patients in the albumin group were exposed to HES in the 24h prior to randomisation, and 17.5% were exposed to a median of 750ml over at least 24h during the study. Moreover, 33.6% of patients in the saline group were exposed to HES in the 24h prior to randomisation, and 17% were exposed to a median of 1000ml over at least 24h during the study. 90-day mortality (Albumin: 47.8% vs 39.7%; Saline: 52.6% vs 41.7%) and the incidence of acute kidney injury (Albumin: 27.5% vs 20.7%; Saline: 27.7% vs 21.6%) were higher in both treatment groups in those exposed to HES during the study. A proposed individual patient comparative analysis of data from the SAFE and CHEST (Crystalloid v Hydroxyethyl Starch Trial) studies is forthcoming, and may offer some insights into the impact of starch exposure in the setting of albumin administration (Hammond et al. 2014), but given these results, post-hoc analyses of the ALBIOS data would provide additional relevant data.

Alternative Approaches to Analysing the Evidence

Bayesian frameworks offer an alternative method by which to analyse the relative comparative effectiveness of albumin as a resuscitation fluid in sepsis.
Network meta-analysis is a non-frequentist method of comparing multiple treatments directly within and indirectly across RCTs. The process is similar to bootstrapping, with a number of iterations being modelled. Techniques to minimise the effect of initial values on the posterior inference and reduce sample autocorrelation are applied (Hamra et al. 2013). In a recent network meta-analysis of fluid resuscitation in 19,000 septic patients across 14 studies with 15 direct comparisons, a lower mortality was associated with albumin use than with crystalloid or starch use in a 4-node model, and with albumin compared to saline in a 6-node model with moderate confidence in all albumin estimates (Rochwerg et al. 2013). Beyond the difficulty of interpreting these results in a frequentist paradigm, bias is of even more significance in network studies than in conventional meta-analyses as it affects not only direct comparisons, but also any indirect comparison made. Clinical, statistical and methodological heterogeneity, and inconsistency, or a discrepancy between direct and indirect comparisons, may affect different regions of a network to a greater or lesser extent (Li et al. 2011). More research is required before the conclusions of network meta-analysis form the basis of changes in clinical practice, but they offer an exciting alternative to traditional models of evidence integration.

Conclusions

Although albumin has been used clinically for more than seventy years, and more than a decade has passed since the publication of high-level evidence of its safety, its administration remains controversial in the critically ill. Randomised, controlled trials demonstrate no benefit from the routine correction of hypoalbuminaemia in this population. It is unlikely that subsequent large frequentist RCTs of albumin-based FBT in specific patient populations will be performed, given the difficulty in identifying such patients, the number of patients to be recruited to power such a study, and the prohibitive cost of providing and packaging solutions and placebos on such a scale. In Australia, where albumin is provided to hospitals as blood product at no cost by the Australian Red Cross Blood Services, a possible solution would be to employ a Bayesian platform trial (Berry et al. 2015). With this methodology it may be possible to compare different concentrations of albumin, in different sub-groups of patients, with different colloid and crystalloid solutions. As with network meta-analysis, this is a novel and attractive approach to trial design, but it is likely to be several years before the suitability of such a methodology can be assessed, with the first such trial only just receiving funding (Monash University School of Public Health and Preventive Medicine 2015).

Outside of those populations in which its use is contraindicated, such as TBI or burns, the current evidence base demonstrates that the administration of albumin as resuscitation fluid to critically ill patients is safe, and may be beneficial in patients with severe sepsis. If any benefit is to be seen with albumin use, it will be in subgroups of critically ill patients, not in the undifferentiated population of the ICU, and use will be dependent on regional and local guidelines, economic concerns and clinician preference. At present, clinical judgement and physiological reasoning, rather than strength of evidence, remain the primary drivers for the administration of albumin in the critically ill.
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